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Interactive presentation in multitrial free recall

MICHAEL FRIENDLY and PAT FRANKLIN
York University, Downsview, Ontario M3l 1P3, Canada

This paper explores whether free recall performance and organization can be facilitated using
computer-controlled interactive presentation, where stimulus presentation on Trial N+1 de
pends on the individual subject's prior recall history. A series of experiments investigated the
effects of two types of response-contingent presentation order manipulations and of selective
tagging manipulation designed to highlight the presentation of previously nonrecalled items.
An initial experiment using 20-word lists showed no differences among groups, due to a ceiling
effect. Two subsequent experiments, using longer lists (30 and 40 words), found that recall and
subjective organization were increased by selective tagging and by presentation orders that
preserved the subject's prior order of recall. The results demonstrate that subjects' previous
recall histories contain information that can be used to facilitate recall. The potential of other
interactive manipulations is discussed.

This paper describes a series of initial experiments
using an interactive free recall procedure to study mem
ory organization and the retrieval of information from
memory. In standard multitrial free recall (SFR), the
learner is presented a list of items to memorize, usually
in random order, one item at a time. The learner then
attempts to recall as many items as possible, in any
convenient order. Interactive free recall (IFR) differs
from this description principally in that what is pre
sented to the subject on Trial N + 1 depends in some
way on the subject's performance on one or more
of the previous trials.

Interactive presentation is of interest for two rea
sons. First, free recall is a well-defined learning task
in which the subject's active processing and use of
linguistic knowledge are known to affect recall. In an
interactive version, we can monitor some aspect of an
individual's recall from one trial to the next and attempt
to optimize that person's performance by presenting
the items based on their earlier recall.

Second, a popular theory is that free recall learning
reflects the grouping of distinct list items into func
tional memory units that grow in size, but not in num
ber, over repeated trials (postman, 1972; Tulving, 1962,
1966). According to this view, success in recall depends
directly on the strength, coherence, and stability of
this organizational scheme constructed by the learner.
Interactive presentation provides a way to conduct
strong tests of theories of organization and recall,
since a manipulation derived from organization theory
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and applied interactively based on the subject's own
recall history should have direct consequences on learn
ing.

Some simple interactive manipulations have been
previously examined, but, unfortunately, they have
produced mixed results. As a consequence, the study
of interactive presentation in free recall seems to have
been abandoned without, in our view, having been ade
quately tested.

The most straightforward interactive manipulation
is to make the order of presentation contingent on the
subject's recall on the previous trial. Murdock, Penney,
and Aamiry (1970) placed the items recalled on Trial N
at the beginning or at the end of presentation on Trial
N + 1. Compared with a control group that received
randomized presentation (SFR), the experimental
groups recalled slightly more. An analysis was performed
using Tulving's (1964) CC and NC measures [the con
ditional probability that a word is recalled on Trial
N + 1, given that it had been (CC) or had not been (NC)
recalled on Trial N] . This showed that the group that
had the previously recalled words presented at the
beginning of the list had a higher NC, whereas the group
that had the previously recalled words presented at
the end of the list had a higher CC. Thus, the effect
for both these manipulations was to elevate recall of
the items that were selected to appear at the end of
the list.

However, since recall in this experiment immedi
ately followed presentation, with no distractor task,
these results might merely reflect a strong recency
effect, as Murdock, Anderson, and Ho (1974) subse
quently suggested. Further experiments by these in
vestigators used a sorting task to establish stable, sub
jective categories and a distractor task to wipe out
any possible recency effects, but they showed no dif
ferential effects for beginning and end presentation
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manipulations. In one experiment, the items were
blocked according to the subject's own sorting cate·
gories, which should have facilitated recall in both
interactive conditions. However, the lack of a control
group receiving random presentation orders seriously
weakens the conclusion of Murdock et a1. (1974) that
manipulating presentation order interactively is in·
effective.

The present studies were undertaken to reevaluate
the effects of simple interactive manipulations on recall
performance. These experiments investigated two
response·contingent presentation orders and a control
condition. In the control condition (SFR), all words
were randomized on Trial N + 1, regardless of the sub
ject's recall on Trial N. One contingent presentation
order (B) was based directly on Murdock et a1. (1970).
Words recalled on Trial N were presented at the begin
ning of the list, in the order of recall, on Trial N + 1, fol
lowed by the nonrecalled words in random order.
The second contingent presentation order was based
on the notion that physical contiguity between the
recalled and the nonrecalled items might be more
effective in integrating new items than the beginning
manipulation, in which they are presented separately.
Accordingly, in the second presentation order con·
dition the items that the subject recalled on Trial N
were presented in order of recall, but were meshed
(M) with the nonrecalled items, interspersed in random
order.

These presentation orders are based on the assump
tion that items recalled together are organized to
gether. It should therefore be helpful to present list
items in the order of recall. The question arises whether
some other response-contingent manipulation that
does not involve presentation order would also
facilitate recall. We based a second interactive manip
ulation on Buschke's (1973) selective reminding
procedure. On each trial, Buschke presented only those
items that had not been recalled on the previous trial.
This made the previously nonrecalled items more salient
and facilitated recall. We did not wish to present only
nonrecalled items, since this would confound presen
tation time with the interactive manipulations. So
in our experiments we used a selective tagging condition,
in which nonrecalled items from Trial N were made
more distinctive by being printed with an asterisk
( .) to the left of the word on Trial N + 1. If items
are stored independently and retrieved on a strength
basis alone (rather than through links with other items),
then this "tag" manipulation should increase recall,
without necessarily increasing consistency in subjects'
output orders. Thus, the tag manipulation should
facilitate recall, but it mayor may not increase orga
nization in recall. The tag manipulation was combined
with the presentation order conditions, making six
groups in all, three with and three without the tag.

An initial experiment involved lists of 20 words
and used 10 subjects for each condition. Although

recall was least for the SFR baseline group, there were
no significant differences among any of the groups,
and the only significant effect was that of trials
[F(S,S4) = 69.4, P < .01]. It was clear that the lists
had been too short, since there was a large ceiling
effect. Accordingly, we treated this experiment as a
pilot study and repeated it with longer lists.

EXPERIMENT 1

Method
Design. The pilot study and two further experiments had

the same basic design and procedure. The design is formally
a 3 by 2 factorial with six independent groups representing the
combination of the three presentation orders (SFR, B, M),
either with or without the tagging ( * ) of previously nonrecalled
words. Thus Groups B* and M* received a response-contingent
presentation order, together with selective tags, and SFR*
received the tag manipulation alone. For purposes of analysis
and interpretation, we are interested primarily in the separate
effects of the tag and presentation order manipulations. Hence,
it is more useful to regard the SFR condition (no tag) as the
relevant control group for all comparisons (Le., as a one-way
design with six groups).

Apparatus. The entire experimental session was run under
computer control using a CRT display terminal (Datamedia
1520A) linked to an IBM/370 computer by a 30-cps communi
cation line. The computer system used in this research was
derived from a general software system developed for running
memory experiments (Friendly & Franklin, 1979). The system
consists of a control program for running the experiment and
computer mes containing word pools and experimental param
eters required by the program (e.g., selection parameters
for the word pool, presentation rate, numbers of words, and
trials). For each trial, the control program prepared the appro
priate presentation order, displayed the items on the video
screen, and accepted and scored the subject's typed responses.
In scoring the responses, the program used a spelling-correction
algorithm based on work by Kellerman (Note 1) to minimize the
influence of spelling errors. At the end of the session, the con
trol program initiated the printing (off·line) of a detailed sum
mary of the experimental session and stored a data record
on me for subsequent analysis.

Word Lists. The word pool used in these experiments was
based on the Paivio, Yuille, and Madigan (1968) norms. This
contains 925 unrelated words, rated for imagery, concreteness,
meaningfulness, and frequency of occurrence; we added num
bers of letters and syllables as additional selection variables.
The word list for each subject was a random sample of all words
in the pool that fell within the range specified for each of the
six stimulus variables. In these experiments, the selection
ranges were the same in all conditions and served merely to
eliminate 72 words that had extreme ratings on one or more
of the variables. The excluded items were largely long (more
than 12 letters) low-frequency words. By this procedure, each
subject learns a unique random sample of items from a known
population. This avoids problems of generalizability of the
results over samples of materials, as well as statistical problems
that result from the use of a small, fixed set of lists (Clark,
1973).

Procedure. Each subject was given two practice trials on a
12-word list to familiarize him or her with the terminal and
the procedure. They were then given the experimental con
dition, in which they learned a list of 30 items for four
presentation-recall trials.

Subjects in the selective tagging condition were instructed
that, "on the second and subsequent trials, you will notice
a star (*) by some of the words; these are the words you
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Figure l. Mean number of words recalled in Experiment l.
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.001 level). In addition, the contrast of SFR (non
tagged) with SFR (tagged) was highly significant
[F(4,51) = 35.00, p < .001]. In the univariate tests,
this difference was significant for mean recall
[F(1,54) = 92.24, P < .001], the mean subjective
organization [F(I,54) = 7.68, P < .01], and the recall
slope [F(I,54) = 42.63, P < .001]' but not for the
organization slope [F(1 ,54) = 1,45, n.s.].

These analyses support the conclusion that the
effects on recall are mediated by the five experimental
conditions facilitating organization of the lists.

The nature of the difference between the experi
mental groups and the SFR nontagged control group can
be explored using a conditional probability analysis of
recall. If organization develops by the accretion or new
items into an ongoing organizational scheme, then the
differences between groups should appear in the condi
tional probability of recalling items that were not recal
led on the previous trial (NC), rather than the probability
of recalling items that were previously recalled (CC).

The conditional probability data shown in Figure 2
confirm that the locus of the effect was not in the
maintenance of previously recalled words, but in the
recall of words that were not recalled on the previous
trial. The words that were previously recalled are
presumed to be part of the developing list structu.re;
they had a high probability of recall on the next tnal,
with no differences between the groups. The NC scores
were greater when nonrecalled items were tagged
[F(1 ,54) = 4.7, P < .05] ; among the nontagged experi
mental conditions, the effect of presentation order
was negligible until the end of the experiment. The
difference among these three NC curves failed to
reach significance overall, but the curves did differ
in slope [F(2,54) = 10.8, p < .05], probably due to
data from the last pair of trials.

Experiment 2 was intended to replicate the results of
Experiment I with a new group of subjects. Since the NC
curves in Experiment I diverged only toward the end
of learning, we increased the number of trials. We also

Group 1·2 2-3 34 Mean Slope

SFR 1.42 3.01 4.04 2.82 1.31
Begin 1.38 4.99 6.39 4.25 2.50
Mesh 1.87 5.02 6.90 4.60 2.52
SFR* 1.73 5.02 5.71 4.15 1.99
Begin* 2.41 8.17 10.71 7.10 4.15
Mesh* 4.04 6.51 9.42 6.66 2.69

Note- The measure used is the bidirectional ITR for Unit Size 2,
expressed as (observed - expected). 'OSee text for explanation.

Results and Discussion
Subjective organization scores for bidir.ectional

pairs were calculated using the method descnbed by
Pellegrino (I 971). Mean organization scores (observed
expected ITR) collapsed over trials are shown in Table I.
The mean recall for the tagged and nontagged conditions
is shown in Figure I. Because of the correlation be·
tween mean recall and mean subjective organization
scores (r = .74, within cells), a multivariate analysis
of variance (MANOVA) was performed, using mean
recall and mean subjective organization as the primary
dependent variables for between-groups effects (Bock,
1975). Since the data were collected over four trials,
the slope over trials (linear trends) for recall and for
organization were included in the analysis as additional
variables.

The overall multivariate test of the baseline SFR
group against the experimental conditions variable
(tagged and nontagged) was highly significant,
using Rao's F-transformation for Wilks' lambda
[F(4,5 I) = 137.52, P < .00 I]. Univariate tests .on the
four variates showed not only that the expenmental
groups recalled more words and organized their recall
more than the SFR control group, but also that the
rate of increase of these variables over trials (slopes)
was greater for the interactive conditions (all at the

Trial Pair

Table I
Mean Subjective Organization Scores, Experiment I

did not recall on the previous trial." No subjects were advised
of the presentation order manipulations.

The first trial was identical for all subjects. The screen
displayed "TRIAL I," and then the words were presented
one at a time at a rate of 2.0 sec/item. After the last word
was displayed, the subject was occupied with a serie.s of two-<ligit
additions for 15 sec to prevent recall from immedIate memory.
Then the word "RECALL" was displayed, and the subject
typed as many of the words as he could remember, in any order.
The words were displayed on the screen as he typed them ill,

so he was able to review his recall. The recall period was cal
culated at 8 sec/item, so the maximum time was 4.0 min. ..

Subjects. Ten subjects served in each of the six COn~It10ns.

The subjects were paid volunteers obtained by advertIsement
from within the university. They were mostly undergraduates.
Some subjects had taken part in the pilot experiment. "!'hese
subjects did not receive the practice trials and were assIgned
to conditions at random, with the constraint that the group
must be at a level of each factor that was different from the
group in which they had previously participated.
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Figure 3. Mean number of words recalled in Experiment 2.

Table 2
Mean Subjective Organization Scores, Experiment 2

Trial Pair

Group 1-2 2-3 34 4-5 Mean Slope

SFR 2.60 5.33 6.85 9.12 5.97 2.11
Begin 3.37 8.01 12.50 16.79 10.17 4.48
Mesh 2.86 5.95 9.79 13.85 8.11 3.68
SFR* 2.82 5.48 9.83 12.55 7.67 3.35
Begin* 5.10 8.96 12.06 15.17 10.32 3.33
Mesh* 2.35 5.56 9.27 13.04 7.55 3.58

Note- The measure used is the bidirectional ITR for Unit Size 2,
expressed as (observed - expected). *See text for explanation.
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Although interactive presentation has previously
been used to impede a subject'S learning (Mandler,
Worden, & Graesser, 1974), the facilitative effects of
response-contingent presentation have been harder
to obtain. Madigan (Note 2) studied a condition in
which, on each trial, two copies of each nonrecalled
item were presented, randomly mixed with one copy
of each previously recalled item. It was expected that
the extra study time for nonrecalled items would facil
itate learning, but learning was no faster than in SFR.
However, the experimental subjects did not have their
recall order preserved in the next presentation. This
suggests that it is not increased study of some particular
items themselves that is important, but rather study
designed to attach these items to a mnemonic stf'Jcture.

The main result of the present experiments was the
demonstration of two distinct ways in which free recall
learning can be facilitated by interactive presentation
that is contingent upon the subject's prior recall. Rel
ative to SFR, our experimental subjects recalled more
words either when the order of presentation reflected
their previous order of recall or when they were given
explicit presentation cues indicating the words they

GENERAL DISCUSSION

not recalled on the previous trial [F(1,54) = 11.42,
p < .001].
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Figure 2. Conditional recall probability, Experiment 1. CC
denotes P(Cn ICn-I), the probability of recalling an item on
trial, given its recall on Trial N - I; NC denotes P(Cn INn-I),
the probability of recall on Trial N, conditional on nonrecall
on the previous trial.

Method
Apparatus, Design, and Procedure. The apparatus, design,

and procedure were essentially the same as for Experiment I,
with the exception that each subject learned a unique list of
40 words over IIve trials. The total time allowed for recall
was therefore 5.3 min.

Subjects. There were 60 subjects obtained by advertisement
from within the university. They were paid $2 for their par
ticipation in the experiment. Each experimental session began
with a practice list, as in Experiment 1.

100,------,------,----,----, ,---,--,--,--,

Results and Discussion
As in Experiment 1, there was a high correlation

between mean recall and mean subjective organization
scores (r = .83). Therefore, a MANOVA was again per
formed, using mean recall, mean subjective organi
zation, recall slope, and organization slope as dependent
variables.

The mean recall scores for tagged and nontagged
conditions are shown in Figure 3, and the mean or
ganization scores are shown in Table 2. Relative to
SFR (nontagged), all experimental groups were sig
nificantly different [F(4,51) = 11.24, p < .001]. A
further analysis showed that SFR (tagged) recalled
and organized significantly more than SFR (nontagged)
[F(4,54) = 140.45, p < .001]. Among the nontagged
groups, Band M had higher recall and organization scores
than SFR [F(4,51) = 147.20, P < .001]. All individual
variables were significant at the .01 level or better.

As in the previous experiment, the locus of the
effect was in the NC data (see Figure 4), with both
the tag and the presentation orders dramatically in
creasing the probability of recalling a word that was

increased the length of the list to see what would happen
to those effects with longer lists.
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the strength of the item increases the probability of
its being integrated in a developing organization
structure, thereby facilitating recall.

Still, the interactive conditions used here are not
overwhelmingly powerful. While the manipulations
were quite successful, and statistically reliable, in in
creasing both recall and organization scores, these
effects are of the same magnitude as many noninter
active manipulations of list presentation. Is this all one
can expect from response-contingent training proce
dures? We think not. An intriguing question, therefore,

.is what things one might try in order to optimize the
subject's learning.

For one thing, these types of interactive conditions
use only the information available from the previous
recall trial. Yet, if all the information required to predict
(and possibly modify) performance on Trial N + 1
were available from Trial N data alone, it would be
possible to model this performance exactly by a Markov
process. Markov models, however, have been shown
to be generally inadequate for both basic free recall
data (Miller & McGill, 1952) and linguistic structure
(Chomsky & Miller, 1958), on which recall organization
might be based. We believe, therefore, that a more
powerful intervention will require making use of more
of the subject's own data.

Second, our interactive order manipulations are
somewhat indirect. We have varied aspects of list pre
sentation believed to affect the individual's organi
zation, rather than trying to manipulate that organi
zation directly. However, informed intervention into
a subject's developing learning structure requires a pre
cise knowledge of that structure. While subjective
organization measures can indicate when an effect
has occurred, they are of little use in determining
how to produce a stronger one. One possibility would
be to construct a spatial mapping (Friendly, 1977)
of the subject's organizational structure from the data
available from all previous trials. The materials could
then be presented in a way that is maximally consistent
with this structure. Since presenting categorized ma
terials spatially in the form of a tree-structure diagram
has been found to increase recall dramatically (Bower,
Clark, Lesgold, & Winzenz, 1969), it can be hoped
that spatial presentation of the subject's own learning
structure will increase the magnitude of facilitation
found in the present experiments.

Finally, our experiments have tested the basic
hypothesis of organization theory that an increase
in organization will produce an increase in recall. How
ever, the experiments have not provided a test of various
models of organization against each other. As Murdock
et al. (1974) have pointed out, the ultimate test of
such models would be to develop some means of iden
tifying the subjective clusters generated by an individual
and then to apply some manipulation designed to
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Figure 4. Conditional recall probabilities in Experiment 2.
CC and NC are dermed as in Figure 2.
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had previously failed to remember. Comparision of
the three experiments also suggests that the effects
of these manipulations increase with length. That is,
the effects were negligible for 20-item lists (pilot ex
periment), moderate for 30-item lists (Experiment I),
and numerically largest for 40·item lists (Experiment 2).

These results are consistent with our original rea
soning. Since both manipulations are presumed to aid
long-term memory, we would expect them to provide
more benefit with longer lists. Of course, these inter
active learning procedures may also facilitate recall
to a degree due to other characteristics or to the novelty
for the subject. Nevertheless, our belief that the domi
nant effects here reflect configural properties of infor
mation in memory is supported by the differences
among groups in organization scores, since these are
largely parallel to the recall results. Moreover, the
major effects in the present study occur as increments
to the probability of recalling new items. These findings
clearly do not support the position of Murdock et al.
(1974), who state that "the characteristics of list pre
sensation seem surprisingly unimportant in affecting
learning itself' (p. 528).

Of some interest is the SFR (tagged) condition,
in which words were presented in random order from
trial to trial, but words not recalled on the previous
trial were presented with an asterisk at the left-hand
corner on the current trial. This was a condition in
which, if one assumes independent storage and re
trieval of items, it was possible for subjects to increase
the "strength" of an item without increasing consistency
in their output order. However, the organization scores
for this condition are comparable with the organization
scores for the other four experimental conditions.
This is consistent with the assumption that increasing
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facilitate or impede their formation and growth. In
principle, this experiment could be carried out by
using a technique (Friendly, 1977, 1979) for discovering
a subject's recall groupings through an analysis of the
proxirnities among items in the subject's order of recall.
This procedure determines the best fit of a subject's
organization to an underlying model of memory struc
ture. The model may be hierarchical, as is often assumed
in free recall (Bower et aI., 196~;Mandler, 1967, 1968),
but organizational structure can also be represented
in dimensional and network models using the same
technique. This technique implemented interactively
may provide the basis for optimizing recall and exper
imentally contrasting the theoretical usefulness of
alternative structures of mnemonic organization.
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